
Cambria FTC Packager 
The purpose of this document is to describe the main features and use cases of Cambria Live 
Packager. 

1. Introduction

○ What does Cambria FTC Packager do?
■ Cambria FTC Packager can generate various ABR output with compressed multi

bitrate source files.
■ Cambria FTC Packager can accept various ad signals and convert it into SCTE

markers which will be embedded into the output ABR stream.   The SCTE
markers inside of the output ABR stream can be handled by a manifest
manipulation service such as Yospace in order to stitch ad contents into the ABR
stream.

○ Comparison between Cambria FTC and Cambria FTC Packager
■ A sister product Cambria FTC is designed to generate ABR stream from a single

input source by scaling and encoding to generate all bitrate layers.   On the other
hand, Cambria FTC Packager is designed to package without reencoding in
order to maximize throughput.

○ Supported input and output format
■ Input: TS/MP4 file on local drive/S3 bucket
■ Output: HLS, DASH, CMAF to local drive/S3 bucket

○ Requirements of the input stream
■ GoP boundary of the input stream needs to be matched to each segment

boundary
■ If ad insertion feature is used, GoP boundary also needs to be matched to the ad

splice start and end point.
■ In order to meet specific conformance such as DVB, HBBTV, the input stream

needs to be compliance with the specs

○ Cambria Manager, Cambria Cluster and REST API support
■ Cambria FTC Packager is API-based Packager, so it does not come with UI.  In

order to start packaging jobs, a job xml needs to be created and submitted to
either of Cambria Manager or Cambria Cluster.

■ Once a packaging job is submitted to Cambria Manager or Cambria Cluster, the
job will work exactly the same way as the other Cambria FTC’s job.  So, the
submitted job can be controlled by using Cambria FTC’s RESTAPI.



○ Supported input ad signal
○ ESAM XML (CableLabs ESAM specs)
○ SCTE35 marker in TS stream
○ SCTE35 marker in MP4 stream (emsg)

○ Other features
○ DRM support (PlayReady/FairPlay/Widevine) using CPIX/CENC
○ Subtitle (TTML/WebVTT)



 

2. How to use the packager 

In this chapter, the usage of Cambria FTC Packager will be described. 

Since Cambria FTC Packager is API-based Packager, in order to initiate a packaging 
job, the following steps needs to be performed. 

2.1. Creating a packaging job xml 

A packaging job xml can be created based on the following sample and scheme. 

A scheme of job xml can be found here: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1XP8SzdLUnwIUF4FLLWdFQoTBiup20
VlP7fLB3eJ3wEA/edit?usp=sharing 

A sample job xmls can be found here: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XqVumr7jDbKBjT-6o3KSqKm-bt04GKk8?
usp=sharing 

2.2. Submitting a packaging job xml 

Any tool which can generate a HTTP POST request can be used to submit a 
packaging job xml to Cambria Manager/Cluster. 

Here’s the sample command line using curl: 

curl.exe -i -X POST -H "Content-type: application/xml; charset=utf-8" -d 
@"(YOUR XML FILE PATH)" http://localhost:8647/CambriaFC/v1/Jobs 

Here’s the Cambria FTC/Cluster REST API document: 
https://bitbucket.org/CapellaSystems/capellasystems/src/default/Documentation/
REST_API_FTC%202.0.0.pdf 
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3. Diagram of common use cases

In this chapter, common use cases will be described with diagram.

3.1. Basic workflow 



3.2. DRM workflow 




